A new approach in the evaluation of chromosome variants in man, III. Pairs with established Q or C variable sites.
A new approach is proposed for the evaluation of chromosome variants, which uses a scanning microdensitometer in the determination of the area of a variant. Results are assigned into five classes based on the difference from an average in terms of standard deviation. In the first two papers of the present series, results obtained in C variants of 1,9, and 16 and LBA variants in 12 pairs lacking an established variable site (e.g., nos. 2, 5, 6, etc.) were described. In the present communication, results obtained in pairs with a known Q-variable site are described. When a variable region outside of +/- 1 SD of the average is defined as a variant, 9, 11, 7, 10, and 10 variants are detected in pairs 13, 14, 15, 21, and 22, respectively, from 12 individuals by means of LBA preparations, in addition to Q variants, which can be detected by the standard QFQ technique.